A continuous function <j> on the unit circle is called badly approximable if || <t>-p || " ^ || <j> || a, for all polynomials p , where || H^ is the essential supremum norm. In (4), Poreda asked whether every continuous 0 may be written <t> = (f> w +<l) B , where 4>w is t n e uniform limit of polynomials (i.e. <p w belongs to the disc algebra A) and <j> B is badly approximable. We call such a function <j> decomposable. In (4), he characterised the badly approximable functions as those of constant non-zero modulus and negative winding number around the origin, i.e. ind (<£)<0. (See (3) for two new proofs of this result.) We show that the answer to Poreda's question is no in general, but give a necessary and sufficient condition for a given <j> to have such a decomposition. Then we apply this criterion to solve an interpolation problem.
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Definition. For <t> e C(\ z | = 1), <f>* is the metric projection of 4> into H™. That is, <j># e H™ and \\<t>~<t> # iico ^ II <t>-9 IL for all <7 e tf 00 .
It is well known and easy to prove that there is a unique function <t>* satisfying this requirement.
Lemma. (Sarason (5)). If $ is a continuous function on
| z | = 1 then H«>) = d(<t>, A).
Theorem. A continuous function <j> is decomposable if and only if<f>*eA.
The proof is immediate once one remarks that the Lemma implies that (j> is badly approximable if and only if <f> is badly //"-approximable, i.e. for all feH x . Since there exists a continuous <j> with <t>* ^ A (see (1)), it follows that not every <j> is decomposable.
We now apply our Theorem to prove an analogue of the following classical result. 
has a solution of the form F = IB where X is a constant, and B is a Blaschke product of degree ^ n -1. Furthermore, there is no trouble in interpolating a finite number of the derivatives of F at the points Wj.
